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Details of Visit:

Author: ThisCharmingMan
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 23 Apr 2013 14.00pm
Duration of Visit: 20
Amount Paid: 25
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Club 25
Phone: 01142618325

The Premises:

Clean and well maintained venue in the infamous Attercliffe area of Sheffield. My first punt!!

Went during the day so was wary of cars driving around the area as in a busy area. Managed to get
a nice Tuesday off work, so thought I'd give Club 25 a try!

The Lady:

Very attractive, friendly girl with bright red hair (dyed?) called Beth. Said she was 23 years old when
discussing ages which didn't seem far off the mark.

Cracking body with nice pert tits and very flat stomach, around size 6-8. Was dressed in very nice
matching bra and undies and was easily the best looking girl working this day (IMO)

The Story:

I called up to see which girls were working and after finding out Alexi wasn't on at Fantasia (only
works Mondays) decided to ring Club 25 to see who was working.

Was told on the phone 3 girls were working and after some deliberation decided to pop into Club
25.

Met by the receptionist as walking in and was asked to go straight to the bedroom rather then the
waiting area. No problems by me, as wasn't there for idle chit chat or a cup of tea.

2 girls came in turn and introduced themselves to me, Sophie a dark haired and curvaceous type
(possibly Eastern European?) and Beth. The third was already with another client and believe it was
Jessie.

After making my selection with the receptionist, Beth returned to the bedroom and explaining the
pricing structure to me as well as offering a massage.
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As this was my first punt thought it would be a good way to relax me (not that I was particularly
nervous) and progress the situation to a more "intimate" encounter.
After a few minutes of massaging my chest, asked Beth what services were on offer as was aware
the 15 minutes would soon be up. Was offered OWO for £40 but no 2 way oral as "she didn't like it".
Fair enough, although I was a bit disappointed as one of my favorite things to get upto, so settled
for basic £25 service.

No complaints and Beth was willing enough to follow my lead, however was very passive when
taking her in mish/ doggy/ cowgirl. Her BJ skills were finely tuned however and had me on the edge
several times.
I would ultimately recommend her, as £25 for 15 minutes with a stunning girl represents great value
for money in my book.
However, if you're looking for a more GFE encounter this probably it's the right place or girl for you.
That being said perhaps it was just the chemistry between the two of us... maybe I should give her
another try?

Beth works Tuesdays and Fridays if I recall correctly and explained she had been had Club 25 for
around 3 weeks having previously worked at Kittens.
Its also worth noting there was a Alisha on the GFE (2 minutes away) website Tuesday but has
since been removed... perhaps the same one who I've read so much about who used to work at
Club 25?
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